MODEL CITATIONS USING TURABIAN/CHICAGO HUMANITIES

BibleWorks
To cite the database itself, rather than any of the pre-existing resources it contains, use “BibleWorks 9 Software for Biblical Exegesis & Research. Norfolk, VA: BibleWorks, 2011.” For the foot/end note use “BibleWorks 9 Software for Biblical Exegesis & Research (Norfolk, VA: BibleWorks, 2011).”

NOTE: BibleWorks also contains a large number of resources that have been published in their own right. To find the proper format for what you are using, follow these instructions:

Bibliography: Help tab → Show Bibliographic Information → Chicago Manual of Style (bibliographic entries). You’ll see a long list of formatted resources. Use the Ctrl f function on your computer to search for the one you need.

Foot/End Note Citation: Help tab → Show Bibliographic Information → Chicago Manual of Style (footnote entries). You’ll see a long list of formatted resources. Use the Ctrl f function on your computer to search for the one you need.

Book

Full Foot/End Note Citation: Howard Pyle, Some Merry Adventures of Robin Hood of Great Renown in Nottinghamshire (New York: Scribner, 1954), 45.

Shortened Foot/End Note: Pyle, Robin Hood, 45.

e-Book
E-books are cited the same as books in print, with the addition of a note about the e-book platform used, such as Kindle edition, PDF e-book edition, or e-Pub edition at the end of the citation. For foot/end notes indicate the chapter, rather than the page number, from which you are citing.

Book with Editor or Translator

Full Foot/End Note Citation: Julia Briggs, Dennis Butts, and M. O. Grenby, eds., Popular Children’s Literature in Britain, trans. by Michel Breton (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2008), 45.

Shortened Foot/End Note: Brigs, Butts, and Grenby, eds., Popular Children’s Literature, 45.

Ancient Author with Editor and/or Translator


Shortened Foot/End Note: Edward of Goodberd, Coucher Book, 45.
**Book in a Multi-Volume Series**


Shortened Foot/End Note: Barrows and David, *Robin Hood*, 3:45.

**Chapter or Section in an Edited Book**


Shortened Foot/End Note: Bell, “Birth of Robin Hood,” 309.

**Journal Article**


Shortened Foot/End Note: Dotremon and Gonzalez, “Celebrating Robin Hood,” 688.

**e-Journal Article**

e-Journal articles are cited the same as article in print, with the addition of a URL at the end of the citation.

**Web site**


http://www.robinhood.ltd.uk/

Full Foot/End Note: World Wide Robin Hood Society, “Many Faces of Robin Hood,”

http://www.robinhood.ltd.uk/

Shortened Foot/End Note: Robin Hood Society, “Many Faces.”

**Class Lecture**

Bibliography: Elder, Jane. “Errol Flynn, King of the Robin Hoods.” Class lecture presented at Perkins School of Theology, Dallas, TX, November 6, 2014.

Full Foot/End Note: Jane Elder, “Errol Flynn, King of the Robin Hoods,” (class lecture presented at Perkins School of Theology, Dallas, TX, November 6, 2014).

Shortened Foot/End Notes: Elder, “Errol Flynn.”